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Let us consider the non-self-contained system of the form 

2” + max = f it) + pP (t, x, z‘$ p) WI 

We shall assume that F (t, cc, z’, p) is an analytical function of 2, f and the small para- 

meter 1-1 in some domain of variation X and X’ for 0 <p <PO. Furthermore, F and J@ 
are continuous periodic functions of the time $ having a period equal to 2rT. The quan- 

tity 77J can be an integer or zero. In the first case, the Fourier series of the function 4( %I 

does not have any 772 - th order harmonics, and in the other case it does nat have a con- 

stant term. 

In the papers ipr ,2 and 31 it is shown how periodic solutions of the system (0.1) can 
be obtained in the vicinity of the fundamental resonance for simple and repeated rootS 

of the amplitude equations for 772 # 0 I It was assumed then, that at least one of the 
elements of the functional determinant of the system of equations yielding p and y 

is different from zero_ In the present paper considerati~ is given to the case in which 
all the elements of the functional determinant are equal to zero, or when m = 0. 

1 l All the elements of the functional determinant are equal to zero. 

The generating function for ‘g = 0 has the general periodic solution 

Q 0) = cp (t) + Ao cos mt + Born_1 sin mt (1.~1 

depending on two arbitrary constants d 0 and B, . 

We search periodic solutions of Eq. (0.1) using Pointark’s method, Let us take for 
initial conditions 

2 (0) = cp (0) + Ao + B, z’ 04 = $ (0) + BP + ‘I (1.2) 

Here 6 and y are functions of the parameter p vanishing for p = 0, 

The solution of Eq. (ct. 1) is ai analytic function of rio + $9, BO + r and @, 
Let us represent it in the form 

sin mt + 

The functions c, ( 2) are determined by the relations 

39.5 
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t 

C, (2) = +- 
. 

I 
If, (1’) sin 171 (t - i’) dt’, ff7l ii) = & !-$gj fi=y=pLI-fj (1.4) 

The values of’)rhe functions &, (6) for n = 1.2,3 are derived in [l]. From the period- 
icity conditions we may derive the equations for the fundamental amplitudes A, andB, 

c, (2n, 40, Bo) = 0, c; (an, Ao, Do) = 0 (1.5) 

and also the equations for determining the parameters /3 and yas implicit functions of 

P. 
Grouping the terms entering these equations in the form of homogeneous polynomials, 

we get 

-$P+ z L-t- CzP i- 7 (j‘,lo2 I ?TxQ+z&~u ++zy2+ 

+sPP+z 
1 asc1 

?P f CSP + - - 
1 

6 d..4~3 P8 + 2 ail&I& 
-c Jpr + 

1 PC, 1 awl 1 awz 
+~~Pr* f~yqjg%%~PP 2 4 -ELprp+..*=o 

a.iloaLSl) (1.6) 

and an analogous equation in which all the & are replaced by C&O. In these formulas 
all the functions Cg (t ) and Cn ‘( $) and their derivatives with respect to A,, and $ are 

taken for 6 = 2~7. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the roots of the amplitude equations to be re- 

peated is that the functional determinant 

acl X1’ acl ac; -- D1=aAo au, --md,4o=O (1.7) 

be equal to zero. 
In the general case it is possible to determine the number of times a root is repeated 

by considering whether the determinants Dz, Da.. . etc, are equal to zero [3j. In this 

case ac1 ac, BG,’ BC1’ 
J&=aBo=aAo=aBo=O (1.9) 

on the basis of the roots of Eqs. (1.5). Thus all the determinants D, (n = 2,3,. . . ) are 

equal to zero and do not enter the solution of the given problem. 

We shall assume, as was done in [3], that each of Eqs. (1,5) determines a curve on the 

plane of the amplitudes A o B, . The points of intersection of the curves represent the 

roots of these equations. 
Let us differentiate twice Eqs. (1.5) with respect to A o, assuming that B, is a function 

ofA,. Taking (1.8) into consideration, we have 

n31 6’W1- dBo a*cl’ 
=Os a~~2 +2amdAo +3it(F =G 

(1.9) 
At the points of double intersection of the curves the tangents to those curves must 

coincide. Thus the resultant of the quadratic Eqs. (1.9) with respect to dBo / dAo mt.ut 
be equal to zero. We have 
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+ (Z g$ - s; $1’ : I) 
Let us differentiate (1.5) with respect to A o a third time. We get 

397 

(l.\(l) 

In these formulas we have denoted 
ax, dB0 

Q)?(G) =3(& +---;i-- a&- d:lo 1 (1.1”) 

a3cl as& dBo a%, d&o 2 
*3m = a*433 +3aAfaS3= +3a.loa130” 2. ( 1 

aw, &!I” \:’ 

-i- m T& t i 

and similarly for cl ’ . Let us form the determinant of the system (1.11) 

Da* = 0, (W-h (c;)-- % (C,‘) @)z (c,) (1.13) 

,fD2*- - 0, the Eqs. (1.5) have at least a root repeated three times. Consequently., 

D2* # 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for a double root. We shall stop at this 

point the analysis of the order of the roots. 

Let us examine in detail the case of double roots. Let us assume that fi and y can be 
expanded in power series of p’!* . From Expansion (1.6) and analogously to it we find 
the equations for the coefficients Aljp and B,,*. 

If c, = Cg = 0, the coefficients Ax,,, and B1/, become equal to zero. We shall assume 
that one of the quantities 0, or c2* is not equal to zero; then A,,* # 0 and Bllt =f: 0. 

Using the relations (1.10) we may transform the system (1.14) into the form: 

KIA I,* B = KS, L&,,z = Lz (1.15) 

The coefficients Kl and K2 have the values 

aq 
&=(~G-~CC~)~ 

and the coefficients ,!,I and Lz can be obtained from the coefficients Kl and & by re- 

placing the dif~ren~ation with respect to A o by a differentiation with respect to B0 

and vice versa. 

The Eqs. (1.15) have. either two real roots or none, The equations for the ensuing 
coefficients are linear. Consequently.the Eqs. (0.1) will have either two xeal solutions 
which can be expanded in powers of p.“* ornone, For the coefficients Al and a we 
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and an analogous equation obtained by replacing all the G by CD*. It can be shown 

that the determinant of these equations is not equal to zero. 

If Allp = Ll,,z = 0, the coefficients Al and B1 are determined from the system 

Expressions for the determination of the coefficients of the expansions of the solution 

of Eq. (0.1) in series of integer or fractional powers of the parameter @ are derived in 

[l and 33. For a practical determination of those coefficients, it is sometimes easier 
to find them by means of a successive integration of the equations which determine them. 

Let us consider the example 

Z” + 5 = p (~9 + bzq3) + p2 (Y cos t + 2, sin t) (-1.18) 

We have the generating function 

x0 (t) = A0 cos t + BO sin f (1.19) 

Let us construct the amplitude Eqs. fG&) 

GW) = "/+I "+&?--aaBo)(A~~ + B$), C,.jZn) =a/$ n (a& +$Bo) (*4*2 + B$) 

The roots of these Eqs. are 
Ao = Bo = 0 (1.21) 

All the first and second derivatives of c1 and Ci with respect to A o and B, are eq- 

ual to zero. Thus we get D, * = D,* = 0. Let us compute the third derivatives of the 

indicated quantities and substitute them into Eqs. (1.11). From these relations it can 
be seen that two cubic equations with respect to &?o I &40 have a common factor equ- 
al to (dBo f dAof2 + 1. Consequently the roots of (1. ‘21) are repeated three times, 

Let us seek @ and y in the form of series in the powers of /..l’/” We substitute rhe 

values of the third derivatives of cl, and 0; ’ , and also the quantities Cz = - njl’ and 

C; = ZEP in the equations for the coefficients A,,* and Biia, which can be easily ob- 
tained from the relation (1,6) and the one analogous to it. As a result of the comput- 

ations we get 

Since there is only one pair of real values of the coefficients Aill and BY:, there will 
be only one real periodic solution of Eqs. (1.18) whioh can be expanded in a power of 
series of p’l*_ To obtain the other coefficients of this series we use the method of 

successive integration of the equations for ~&t) 

Skipping the derivations, we get as a Rnal result 

T (1) = $&X[, it) + j.&%s (t) + p”b,r,s (t) i_ t . . * (1.23) 

The remaining intermediate terms of the series are equal to zero. The coefficients 

Xl/* (4 and x2 {t) have the following values 
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1 
+ 3% [(UP + bQ) cos 3t + (bP -- aQ) sin 311 (1.25) 

Here we have introduced the notation 
e = a (a” - vq, g = 35 (5nZ - 3b2) 

P = A, (Al,2 - 3B,,J, Q = B,,, (St,,; - 3A7) 

The coefficients Q,,~ (;) &mains the first, the third and the fifth harmonics, 

FOI Duffing’s equation with b = 0 and k = 0 we get 

1 3 
4 v V 

r 1’ 
3 =---s-T-’ B,,4 = o, q(f)=---;jZ 3 ( J- cos t + co3 3t 

2, There are no self OsciIlations in the generating functions (??Z = C?), In the given 

case, the generai solution of the generating function is aperiodic 

IQ 0) = ‘P (0 -!- Ao + Bat (2.11 

Let us take the same initial conditions as in the firsr case, rhat is in the form (1.2) 

for the system (0.1) under investigation, The solution of the system (0,l) for m = 0 has 

~~~~~t)+AoJp+(Bo+r)t~ $j [c,p)+q$pP+qg ::+.*.]p~ (2.21 
me functions (&( t) and their fisfderivatives with respect to 6 are determined by 

means of Formulas 
t t 

c, (t) = ( H, (8’) (t - t’) df, c;(t) = 5 H, (L’) dr’ 
0 0 

(2.3) 

From the conditions of periodicity of the solution X(t) and its first derivatives witb 

respect to 6 we have 

Substituting in these equalities $I = y = p = 0, we get the amplitude Eqs, 

&C&J = 0, c1’ (23x, Ao, BO) = 0 (2.5) 
which reduces to a single equation with respect to A O. 

in the tase of simple toots of the amplitude equation, we get an infinite system of 

pairs of linear equations far the coefficients A a and B,. The equations for A 1 and 4 
are: 

The equations for the coefficients A2 and Ba are 
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lx’,. 
-s,T,-4 + 

ac- 
T&- U1 $ ( ‘y’ ;= i I 

0 
I’ 7) 

This system can always be solved since ;N’,’ / 3-40 # 0. 

In the case of repeated roots of the amplitude equation let us express from the first 

equation in (‘2.4) the parameter y in the function of A, +p and IJ : 

The coefficients P,, are computed from Expressions 

(2.8) 

Let us introduce the expression for y in the second equation in (2.4). We get relations 
of the form 03 

2 Q, (.‘I0 i- P) P+l = (J 
n-1 

whereupon Q1 = C,‘(2n, &, Z&,)=0. In the developed form the expression for the para- 

meter 6 is 

(2.10) 

Computing the coefficients &, we get 

(2.11) 

For @ = 0 we get 

(2.12) 

Thus, in the given particular case, the problem of the determination of the parameters 
@ and y , is reduced to the solution of one equation for the parameter B , as was done in 
the general case [3]. The analysis of the solution of this equation in the case of roes of 
the amplitude equation repeated twice and three times is given in [4J. 

The form of the expansion of the periodic solutions of the Eq, (0.1) is determined in 

the form of expansions of the paramr rers ,6 and y . Let us assume for instance that the 
solution is expanded in power of pi/2 
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The coefficients of this expansion for ?L? = 0 can be determined by means of the Form- 

ulas GO> 
G‘$ ($1 = .%,&, xi (1) = ~1 +- ~lt -t cl (t), zs,, tt) = $+ + B+$ + =I![, a_48 

22 (t) = 
36 (1) 

112 + Bzt -f- :11 - a..10 
=I (0 + 

-;_filaud_ + At,,” as + C*(C) (2.14) 

etc, in the given case it is convenient to find also these coefficients directly by inte- 

grating the differential equation determining them. 
As an example let us consider the system 

2” = /.4 [cos t + fo (X) + 5’ fl (SS + 2’ v2 (41 (2.15) 

where the functions f, (x) have derivatives of any order, 

Forming the amplitude equation for the given example, we get 

c1’ (2n) = 2fijo (Ao) = 0 (2.S) 

Let us take some real root A O of this equation, We shail consider two cases: 
1) Case of a single root fo’ (Ao) # Q. Integrating in succession the equations for X, ( t), 

we find periodic solutions of the Eq. (2.15) with an accuracy up to v2, inclusively 

r 0) = A0 -p CO9 t + p2 If?,, f f0’ @lo) cos t - fL (Ao) sin tf + . . . (2.17) 
where 

E2l = - ‘12 I’/?# fo” 640) + fn (x) 1 Ifo’ (Ao)l-’ (2.18) 

2) Case of a double root fo’ MO) = %but fo” W) # 0. The computations show that 
in that case the quantity Qz = 0 and the equation for the coefficient A1 

i awl- aQ2 -- 
z aA o AI” -b a,lo A1 f V3 = (I 

0’ 

has single roots. Thus the parameters j3 and y are expanded according to integer powers 
ofp. Weget 

% (0 = - cos t + E12, 51 (0 = - fl MO) sin t J- E2a 

From the periodicity conditions for the function x3 ($1 we get 

(2.19) 

Consequently, for .& 3 to be real it is necessary that 

#o”fAo) f 2fP $40) K 0 

From the periodicity conditions of X4 ( 6) we get 

E,, f&zfo” L4u)+-11&2zlo” t-40) + V&f l-40) + V2flLI (&)I = 0 

It follows that if a # -I/~, we have 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

E,, = - ‘12 1113 (1 - q/o” (-40) + f2’ @lo)1 Ilo” (Ao)l”’ (2.22) 

Thus the periodic solution for a root repeated twice is, with the s&me accuracy 

2 (t) = Aoi-CLf* V-~~+x/2)-~~~~I -i-v*[&--h (.fo)sintJ +.a. (2.23) 

For u = - ‘iz the constantintegrationof E,, becomes xro. The quantity Em, is not 
determined from the condition(2.21), A necessary additional ~vestigation is necessary since 
the form of the expansion of x(6) can change for a = - ‘1% - 
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